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For other uses, see Apocalypse Now (disambiguation). 1979 epic war film directed by Francis Ford Coppola Apocalypse NowTheatrical release poster by Bob PeakDirected byFrancis CoppolaProduced byFrancis CoppolaWritten by John Milius Francis Coppola NarrationMichael Herr starring Marlon Brando Robert Duvall Martin Sheen Frederic Forrest Albert Hall Sam Bottoms Larry Fishburne Dennis
Hopper Music by Carmine Coppola Francis Coppola CinematographyVittorio StoraroEdited by Richard Marks Walter Murch Gerald B. Greenberg Lisa Fruchtman Production Company Omni Zoetrope SharedUnited ArtistsRelease date May 19. , 1979 (1979-05-19) (Cannes)[1] August 15, 1979 (1979-08-15) (U.S.) Running time153 minutes[2]CountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishBudget$31 million[3]Box
office $150 million[4] Apocalypse Now is a 1979 American epic psychological[5] war film directed by, produced and written by Francis Ford Coppola. It stars Marlon Brando, Robert Duvall, Martin Sheen, Frederic Forrest, Albert Hall, Sam Bottoms, Laurence Fishburne, Harrison Ford and Dennis Hopper. Written by Coppola and John Milius, the manuscript and a narration written by Michael Herr were loosely
based on Joseph Conrad's 1899 novel The Heart of Darkness, the setting of which changed from the Congo of the late 19th century to the Vietnam War. The story follows a river trip from South Vietnam to Cambodia by Captain Benjamin L. Willard (Sheen), who is on a secret mission to assassinate Colonel Kurtz (Brando), a renegade Army Special Forces officer accused of murder and supposedly insane.
Milius became interested in adapting Heart of Darkness in the Vietnam War and initially began developing the film as a producer of Coppola and director of George Lucas. When Lucas was unavailable, Coppola took over, and Werner Herzog's Aguirre, The Wrath of God (1972) influenced his approach to the material. [6] Originally a five-month shoot, the film became known for the problems it faced for more
than a year, as stated in Hearts of Darkness: A Filmmaker's Apocalypse (1991). These problems included expensive kits destroyed in severe weather, Brando, who was seen staged overweight and completely unprepared, and Sheen had a nervous breakdown and suffered a near-fatal heart attack while on the scene. The problems continued after production, when the release was postponed several times
while Coppola edited more than a million meters of film. [7] Apocalypse Now was awarded the Palme d'Or at the Cannes Film Festival, where it premiered unfinished before it was finally released by United Artists on 15 November. The film performed well at the box office, grossing $78 million domestically and grossing more than $150 million worldwide. The initial estimates were varied; Although Vittorio
Storaro's film was widely praised, coppola's way was considered by several critics the main themes of the story as anticlimate and and Disappointment. Apocalypse Now is now considered one of the greatest films of all time. It was nominated for eight Academy Awards at the 52nd Academy Awards. It ranked 14th in sight &amp; sound's largest film survey in 2012,[8] and ranked 6th in the director survey of
the biggest films of all time. [9] Roger Ebert also included it in his list of the top 10 films of all time in 2012. [10] In 2000, the Library of Congress selected the film for preservation in the National Film Registry as culturally, historically or aesthetically significant. [11] [12] Plot This summary does not include events seen only in Redux or Final Cut. During the Vietnam War, the 5th U.S. Army Army has been in a
state of war. At the Cambodian outpost, he commands American and Montagnard troops who see him as a demigod. The burnt-out MACV-SOG assassin, Captain Benjamin L. Willard, is summoned to I Field Force headquarters in Nha Trang. He has briefed two army commanders and a CIA officer on the situation and ordered the end of Kurtz's command... extremely prejudiced. Willard, originally
ambivalent, joins the U.S. Navy River Patrol (PBR), commanded by Staff Sergeant Chief Phillips, crew members Lance, Kok and Mr. Clean to quietly navigate along the Nùng River to kurtz outpost. Before they reach the coastal mouth of Nùng, they will meet on 1 January. Kilgore is uncooperative at first because he hasn't gotten a word about their mission through normal channels, but he becomes more
committed after discovering that Lance is a well-known surfer. The commander himself is a keen surfer and agrees to escort them through Nùng's Viet Cong-held coastal mouth. A helicopter squadron playing Valkyrie rides loudspeakers, rides at dawn as Kilgore imposes a napalm attack on the Viet Cong. Before Kilgore gets Lance to surf the conquered beach, Willard gathers the sailors at the PBR to
continue their mission. The excitement arises when Willard believes he will lead the PBR, while the chief sets routine patrol targets instead of Willard's. Willard, who is slowly leading up, partially reveals his role to the chief so he can be concerned about why his mission should proceed. As Willard examines Kurtz's documents, he's amazed at the mid-career sacrifice Kurtz made in leaving the prestigious
Pentagon to join the Special Forces, which didn't allow him to advance past the Colonel. Third-generation West Point graduate could have pursued more command missions to eventually become a four-star general. Weeks later, the PBR reaches a remote U.S. Army outpost through the Do Lung Bridge. Willard and Lance enter the outpost after a night out, look for information about what's going up, and get
a shipping bag containing official and personal mail. Willard can't find a commanding officer in Do Lung, and tells the chief to continue when an invisible enemy attacked the bridge. Willard learns that another MACV-SOG agent, Special Forces Captain Richard Colby, was sent on an identical early mission as Willard and has since joined Kurtz. As the crew reads letters from home, Lance activates a smoke
grenade under the influence of LSD, attracting the attention of an invisible enemy, and Mr. Clean dies. Further up, the chief is pierced by a spear thrown by Montagnards and attempts to kill Willard by piercing him to the spear point that prodded out of his own chest. Willard suffocates the chief and Lance burys him in the river. Willard reveals his mission to Chef, who is now in charge of the PBR. The chef is
angry about the task, but he insists that they complete it together. The PBR arrives at kurtz outpost, located on the site of the long-abandoned Angkor Empire temple complex, teeming with Montagnards and filled with bodies and severed heads. Willard, Chef and Lance are greeted by an American freelance photojournalist who manfully praises Kurtz's genius. As they wander through, they collide with the
almost cathartic Colby, other U.S. men in kurtz's renegade army. Willard returns to the attached PBR to leave Kok with the boat, telling him to call a prearranged air strike on the outpost if Willard and Lance don't return. In the camp, Willard is restrained, tied up and brought before Kurtz in a darkened temple. Willard is in custody for several days, during which Kurtz kills Kok, preventing an air strike. Willard
will be released soon and allowed to roam the area. Kurtz lectured him on his war theories, human condition and civilization, while praising his opponents' ruthlessness and dedication. The night the Montagnards butchered the water buffalo, Willard secretly enters Kurtz's chamber as he makes an audio recording and attacks him with a machete. The mortally wounded Kurtz pronounces ... Horror... Horror...
And dies. Everyone sees Willard leave, carrying a collection of Kurtz writings, and bowing to him. Willard leads Lance to the boat and they sail away. Cast See a list of other actors not included in the 153-minute version of the film released in theaters, see Apocalypse Now Redux § Cast. Marlon Brando's performance as Colonel Kurtz was critically praised. Marlon Brando- Colonel Walter E. Kurtz, U.S. Army
Special Forces. 5. with a special forces team that's going to freak out. He runs his own military unit in Cambodia, and the U.S. military fears him as much as north Vietnam and the VietCong. His character is a combination of several figures, including Colonel John B. Stockton, General James F. Hollingsworth and George Patton IV, also a West Point officer known to Robert Duvall. Martin Sheen - U.S. Army
Capt. Benjamin L. Willard, a veteran killer who has served in Vietnam for three years. The soldier who escorts him at the beginning of the film tells us that Willard is 505. The opening scene – in which Willard staggers around his hotel room and culminates in him hitting the mirror – was filmed on Sheen's 36th birthday when he was heavily intoxicated. The mirror he broke was not prop and made his hand
bleed heavily, but he insisted on continuing the scene despite Coppola's concerns. Sheen's son Charlie also appears in the film as an unworthy addition. Sheen's brother Joe Estevez played Willard in some scenes and performed the character's voice retellings; He went without credit, too. Frederic Forrest is 3. Class machineman Jay Chef Hicks, a former chef from New York who is horrified by his
surroundings. Albert Hall Staff Sergeant George Phillips. The chief runs a tight ship and is often at odds with Willard over authority. Sam Bottoms as Gunner's friend 3. In the bridge scene, he mentions taking LSD. The Montagnard tribe comes to him and participates in a ritual of sacrifice. Larry Fishburne is Gunner's third-grade Tyrone Mr. Clean Miller, a 17-year-old cocky South Bronx-born crew member.
Fishburne was only 14 years old when the shooting began in March 1976, having lied about his age to get into his role. [17] The film took so long to finish that Fishburne was seventeen (the same age as his characters) by the time of release. Dennis Hopper as an American photographer, Kurtz's manic disciple who greets Willard. According to Redux's DVD narration, the character is based on Sean Flynn,
the famous newsletter changer who disappeared in Cambodia in 1970. His dialogue follows that of a Russian harlequin in Conrad's story. G. D. Spradlin as Lieutenant General R. Corman, in Military Intelligence (G-2), an authoritarian officer who fears Kurtz and wants him removed. The character is named after filmmaker Roger Corman. Jerry Ziesmer as Jerry, the mysterious man in civilian attire sitting at
Willard's first briefing. His only line in the movie is stop with extreme prejudice. Ziesmer also served as the film's assistant director. Harrison Ford G. Lucas, Corman's assistant and general information expert, who gives Willard his orders. The character's name is a reference to George Lucas, who was involved in the early development of the script with Milius and was originally scheduled to direct the film.
Scott Glenn as Captain Richard M. Colby, who previously ordered Willard's current mission before he defected to Kurtz's private army and sent his wife a message intercepted by the U.S. Army, telling him he would never come back and sell everything he owned, including their children. Colleen Camp, Cynthia Wood and Linda Beatty as Playboy Playmates partners. Wood was playmate of the year 1974
and Beatty in August 1976. Bill Graham as an agent, announcer of the Playmates show. Francis Ford Coppola (cameo) as a TV news director filming a beach fight; She screams: Don't look at the camera, go past like you're fighting! Cinematographer Vittorio Storaro plays a cameraman alongside Coppola. R. Lee Ermey (unfit for credit) as a helicopter pilot. Ermey was himself a former training trainer and
Vietnam War veteran. The adaptation Although inspired by Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness, the film differs widely from its source material. The novel, based on Conrad's experience as a steamboat captain in Africa, is set in the Free State of Congo in the 19th century. [18] Kurtz and Marlow (whose corresponding character in the film is Captain Willard) work for a Belgian trading company that brutally
exploits its native African workers. After arriving at kurtz's outpost, Marlow concludes that Kurtz has gone mad and is awakening a small tribe as a god. The novel ends with Kurtz dying on the way back and the narrator pondering the darkness of the human psyche: the heart of immense darkness. In the novel, Marlow is the pilot of a riverboat sent from kurtz outpost to collect ivory, which only gradually falls
in love with Kurtz. In fact, when he finds Kurtz in terrible condition, Marlow tries to bring him home safely. In the film, Willard is an assassin sent to kill Kurtz. Nevertheless, portraying Kurtz as the divine leader of the native tribe and his malaria fever, Kurtz's literary exclamation point Destroy all savages! (which appears in the movie as Drop the Bomb. Destroy them all!) and his last words, Horror! Horror!
taken from Conrad's novel. Coppola argues that many episodes of the film – for example, a spear and arrow attack on a boat – respect the spirit of the short story and, in particular, its criticism of the concepts of civilization and progress. Other coppola-adapted episodes, the exit of Playboy Playmates (Sirens), lost souls, take me home trying to get on a boat and kurtz tribe (white-faced) natives who break up
with canoes (Gates of Hell) to Willard (with Kok and Lance) to get into camp, it's like Virgil and Danten Inferno (Divine Comedy). Coppola replaced Europe With American interventionism, the message of Conrad's book is still clear. [19] It is often speculated that Coppola's interpretation of the Kurtz character was modeled on, according to Tony Poe, a highly distinguished Vietnam-time paramilitary officer
from the CIA's Special Operations Division. [20] Poe's actions in Vietnam and the secret war in neighbouring Laos, especially his highly unorthodonitic and often brutal methods of war, show many similarities to the activities of the fictional Kurtz. Poe, for example, was known to drop severed heads from helicopters to enemy-controlled villages as a form of psychological warfare and use human ears to
record the number of enemies killed by his native forces. He sent these ears to his superiors as proof of the effectiveness of his operations deep in Laos. [21] Coppola denies that Poe was the primary influence and says the character is loosely based on Special Forces Colonel Robert B. Rheault, who was 5. Lt. Col. Bill Kilgore's character is considered to be based on a number of characters, including John
B. Stockton, 1. [25] T.S. Eliot's use of poetry in The Film, shortly before Colonel Kurtz's death, he reciting part of T. S. Eliot's poem Hollow Men. The poem is preceded in printed editions by epigraphist Mistah Kurtz – he dead, quoted from Conrad's Heart of Darkness. On Kurtz's desk, the film has opened two books, from Jessie Weston's Ritual to Romance, and Sir James Frazer's Golden Bough, two books
that Eliot cited as the main sources and inspiration for his poem WasteLand. Eliot's original epigraph of WasteLand was this passage from the Heart of Darkness, which ends with Kurtz's last words:[26] Did he relive his life in every detail of desire, temptation, and surrender during that supreme moment of perfect knowledge? She cried whispering some picture, some vision, – she screamed twice, a scream
that was just a breath – horror! Horror! When Willard first gets to know Dennis Hopper's character, the photojournalist describes his own value over Kurtz's value as follows: I should have been a sleastie claw/Scuttling over the quiet sea floors, from J. Alfred Prufrock's love song. Production Development While working as an assistant to Francis Ford Coppola on The Rain People in 1967, filmmaker John
Milius received encouragement from his friends George Lucas and Steven Spielberg to write The Vietnam War. [27] Milius had wanted to volunteer. And was disappointed when he was rejected for asthma. Milius came up with the idea of reconciling Joseph Conrad's dark heart plot with the environment of the Vietnam War. He had read the novel as a teenager and was reminded of it when his university's
English professor Irwin Blacker of USC cited several unsuccessful attempts to fit it into a film. Blacker challenged his class by saying, No screenwriter has ever honed a movie about the heart of Joseph Conrad's Darkness. [29] [30] Coppola gave Milius $15,000 to write the script, promising an additional $10,000 if it was green lit. [31] Milius claims to have written the manuscript in 1969[29] and originally
called it a psychedele soldier. He wanted to use Conrad's novel as a kind of allegory. It would have been too simplistic to follow the book completely. Milius founded Willard's character and Kurtz's friend Fred Rexer. Rexer claimed to have experienced a first-hand scene related to Brando's character in which the VietCong hacked the arms of villagers. [34] Scientists have never found evidence to support
Rexer's claim, nor any similar VietCong behavior, and consider it an urban legend. [35] [36] At one point Coppola said to Milius: Write every scene you ever wanted to go into that movie, [29] and he wrote ten sketches that were over a thousand pages. [37] Milius changed the title of the film to Apocalypse Now after being inspired by a button mark popular with hippies in the 1960s that said Nirvana Now. [38]
He was influenced by an article written by Michael Herr called The Battle of Khe Sanh, which referred to drugs, rock 'n' roll and people calling air strikes on themselves. [29] He was also inspired by Dr. Movies like Strangelove. Milius says the classic row Charlie don't surf was inspired by Ariel Sharon's comment during the Six-Day War when she went skin diving after taking over enemy territory and
announced: We eat their fish. He says the line I love the smell of napalm in the morning just came to him. Warner Bros.-Seven Arts acquired the manuscript in 1969, but put it in a U-turn. [40] [1] Milius did not want to direct the film himself and felt lucas was the right person for the job. Lucas worked with Milius for four years on developing the film together with other films, including his screenplay in Star
Wars. [41] He approached Apocalypse Now as a black comedy,[42] and planned to shoot the film after making THX 1138, and the main photography began in 1971. [31] Lucas' friend and producer Gary Kurtz travelled to the Philippines to inquire about suitable places. They planned to shoot the film both in the rice fields between Stockton and Sacramento, California, and on location in South Vietnam on a
budget of $2 million, cinéma vérité style, using 16mm cameras, and real When the war was still on the ekies. [29] [41] [43] However, for studio security reasons and Lucas' involvement in American Graffiti and Star Wars, Lucas decided to shelve the project indefinitely. [31] [41] Pre-production Coppola was drawn into Milius' script and gained the rights, which he described as a comedy and a terrifying
psychological horror story. In the spring of 1974, Coppola talked to his friends and co-producers Fred Roos and Gray Frederickson about producing the film. [45] He asked Lucas and then Milius to direct Apocalypse Now, but both were involved in other projects. [45] In Lucas' case, he was cleared to do Star Wars and declined an offer to direct Apocalypse Now. Coppola had decided to make a film and
pressed ahead himself. He imagined the film as the final statement of the nature of modern war, the difference between good and evil, and the influence of American society on the rest of the world. The director said he wanted to take the audience through an unprecedented war experience and make them react as much as those who had gone through the war. In 1975, Coppola hoped to cooperate with
the U.S. military and inquired about military sites in Georgia and Florida. [1] When the army failed to cooperate in promoting Godfather II in Australia, Coppola and his producers inquired about possible locations for Apocalypse Now in Cairns, north Queensland, which had a jungle similar to Vietnam,[46] and Malaysia. [1] He decided to make his film in the Philippines because it had access to American
military equipment and cheap labour. Production coordinator Fred Roos had already made two low-budget films for Monte Hellman there, and he had friends and contacts in the country. Frederickson went to the Philippines and dined with President Ferdinand Marcos to formalize support for production and allow them to use some of the country's military equipment. [47] Coppola spent the last few months
of 1975 reviewing Milius' manuscript and negotiating with United Artists to secure funding for the production. Milius claimed it would be the most violent movie ever made. [1] According to Frederickson, the budget was estimated at between $12 million and $14 million. [48] Coppola's American Zoetrope received $7.5 million from United Artists for domestic distribution rights and $8 million for international
sales, stating that the film starred Marlon Brando, Steve McQueen and Gene Hackman. Steve McQueen's casting was Coppola's first choice to cast Willard, but the actor didn't approve because he didn't want to leave America for three weeks and Coppola was reluctant to pay his $3 million fee. [1] After McQueen's opt-out in February 1976, Coppola had to return $5 million of the $21 million he had raised in
finance. [1] Al Pacino was also offered a role, but even he did not be away for so long and feared he would get sick in the jungle, as he had done During the shooting of Godfather II. Jack Nicholson, Robert Redford and James Caan were approached to play either Kurtz or Willard. Tommy Lee Jones, Keith Carradine, Nick Nolte and Frederic Forrest were also cast as Willard. [49] In a 2015 interview with The
Hollywood Reporter, Clint Eastwood revealed that Coppola offered him the role of Willard, but just like McQueen and Pacino, he didn't want to be out of America for long. Eastwood also revealed that McQueen tried to convince him to play Willard; McQueen wanted to play Kurtz because that's when he only had to work for two weeks. [50] Coppola and Roos were impressed with Martin Sheen's screen test
of White Michael in The Godfather and became their first choice for the role of Willard, but the actor had already accepted another project and Harvey Keitel was cast in the role based on Martin Scorsese's Mean Streets play. In early 1976, Coppola had persuaded Marlon Brando to play against Kurtz for a $2 million fee for a month's work on the ground in September 1976. He also received 10% of the
theater's gross rent and 10% of TV sales rights, earning him about $9 million. [52] Hackman was to play Wyatt Khanage, who later became Kilgore, played by Robert Duvall. [1] Dennis Hopper was chosen as Kurtz's war correspondent and observer. When Coppola heard Hopper speak on the spot, he remembered putting on cameras and a Montagnard shirt over him and [shooting] a scene where he
greeted them on the boat. James Caan was the first choice against Colonel Lucas. Caan wanted too much money for what was considered a minor part of the film, and Harrison Ford was eventually chosen instead. Before leaving for the main photography, Coppola took an ad in professional magazines declaring Keitel, Duvall and others the first choices in the film. [1] The ad also listed other actors who did
not appear in the film, including Harry Dean Stanton, Robby Benson and Michael Learned. [1] Sam Bottoms, Larry Fishburne and Albert Hall signed all seven-year contracts with Coppola, including their selection of acting training. [1] Bottoms was infected with hookworm during filming in the Philippines, and the parasite destroyed its liver. On March 1, 1976, Coppola and his family flew to Manila and rented
a large house there for a planned four-month shoot. [43] [1] Audio and photographic equipment had been coming from California since late 1975. John Ashley assisted in production in the Philippines. [55] The film was due to be released on Coppola's 38th birthday on 7 May. [1] The shooting began on 20 September 2005. [40] Within days, Coppola was unhappy with Harvey Keitel's friend Willard, saying it
was difficult for the actor to portray him as a passive bystander. [43] With Brando for the movie only three months later because he didn't want to work while his kids were on school vacation, left the project in April and also terminated the seven-year contract he signed. [1] Coppola returned to Los Angeles and replaced Keitel with Martin Sheen, who arrived in the Philippines on April 24. [56] After the
change, it was reported that only four days of re-scans were required. [1] Typhoon Olga destroyed between 40% and 80% of Iba's set and the 26th. Dean Tavoularis remembers that it started raining harder and harder until finally there was literally white outside, and all the trees bent at 45 degrees. One part of the crew got stuck in the hotel and the others were in small houses that were crippled by the
storm. The Playboy Playmate set had been destroyed, ruining a month's filming that was planned. Most of the actors and crew returned to the United States for six to eight weeks. Tavoularis and his team stayed to scout new locations and rebuild the Playmate set in a different location. In addition, in production, bodyguards watched continuously at night and one day the entire payroll was stolen. According
to Coppola's wife Eleanor, the film was six weeks behind schedule and $2 million over budget; [57] Coppola filed a $500,000 insurance claim for typhoon damage[1] and took out a loan from United Artists on the condition that if the film did not generate more than $40 million in theater rent, he would be liable for the overruns. [58] Despite rising costs, Coppola promised the University of the Philippines Film
Center 1 percent of profits, up to $1 million, to the Film Research Fund. Coppola flew back to the United States in June 1976. He read a book about Chaghis-Kaan to get a better handle on Kurtz's character. [57] When filming began in July 1976,[40] Marlon Brando arrived in Manila very overweight and began working with Coppola for the rest to rewrite. The director downplayed Brando's weight by dressing
him in black, photographing only his face and while another, taller actor doubled down on him as he tried to portray Kurtz as an almost mythical figure. [59] The water buffalo was slaughtered with a machete for a climax scene in a ritual performed by the local Ifugao tribe, which Coppola had previously witnessed along with his wife Eleanor (who later filmed in the documentary Hearts of Darkness) and the
film crew. Although it was an American production privileged by American animal cruelty laws, scenes of this type filmed in the Philippines were not monitored or controlled, and the American Humane Association gave the film a reprehensible rating. [60] After Christmas 1976, Coppola watched a rough ensemble from the footage, but still needed to improvise the ending. He returned to the Philippines in
early 1977 and continued filming. On March 5, Sheen had a heart attack and struggled for a quarter of a mile to get help. By then, the film was already so over-budgeted that even he feared funding would stall if word of his condition reached investors, and He had heatstroft instead. He returned to the show on The 19th. Coppola later admitted that he can no longer say which scenes are Joe and which are
Martin. [61] A major sequence on a French plantation cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, but it was cut from the final film. Rumors began to circulate that Apocalypse Now had several endings, but Richard Beggs, who worked on the sound elements, said: There were never five endings, but only one, even if there were differently edited versions. These rumours came from Copola, who often left the
original manuscript. Coppola admitted he had no ending because Brando was too fat to play scenes according to the original script [quote needed]. With the help of Dennis Jakob, Coppola decided that the end could be a classic myth of a murderer who rises into the river, kills the king, and then himself becomes king – it's the Fisherman King, of Golden Bough. [62] The main photograph ended on 21
December 2005. [40] Post-production and sound The budget had doubled to more than $25 million, and Coppola's loan from United Artists to fund the overs were extended to more than $10 million. [1] UA took out $15 million in life insurance for Coppola. By June 1977, Coppola had offered the profits of his car, house and Godfather as security to complete the film. [65] [1] When Star Wars became a giant
hit, Coppola sent George Lucas a telegram asking for money. [66] Release date was early until spring 1978. [1] The Japanese composer Isao Toma was to perform an original tune in which Coppola wants the soundtrack to sound like Tomasta's Gustav Holst's electronic adaptation of Planets. Tomita went with a film crew in the Philippines, but record company contracts eventually prevented her from
attending. In the summer of 1977, Coppola told Walter Murch that he had four months to put together a voice. Murch realized the script had been told, but Coppola rejected the idea during filming. [63] Murch thought there was a way to put the film together without narration, but it would take ten months and decided to try it again. He put it back and recorded everything himself. By September, Coppola told
his wife that he thought there was only about a 20 percent chance that [I] would be able to pull the movie. He convinced United Artists executives to postpone the premiere from May to October 1978. Author Michael Herr received a call about Zoetrope in January 1978 and was asked to work on a narration of the film based on his well-received book about Vietnam, Dispatches. Herr said the narration already
written was completely useless and spent a year writing various narrations with Coppola, giving him very clear instructions. [69] Murch had problems trying to make a stereo soundtrack for Apocalypse Now because of the sound There were no stereotants of guns. The audio footage imported from the Philippines was inadequate because the small local crew did not have the time and resources to record
jungle sounds and ambient sounds. Murch and his team invented the jungle atmosphere on the soundtrack. Apocalypse Now now had new audio technologies for the film, as Murch insisted on recording the latest shot and used the Dolby Stereo 70mm Six Track system for a 70mm release. Two audio channels were used from behind the audience, as well as three audio channels from behind the movie
screen. [69] The 35mm release used the new Dolby Stereo optical stereo system, but due to technical limitations at the time, this 35mm release, which plays in most theaters, did not include surround sound. In May 1978, Coppola postponed the opening until spring 1979. [71] Cost overruns had reached $18 million, for which Coppola was personally responsible, but were given the rights to the image
continuously. [72] Problems during filming Real human body was purchased from a man who turned out to be a grave robber. The police took the passports of the film crew and questioned them, and then the soldiers came and took the bodies away. Dennis Hopper tormented Marlon Brando. Brando refused to be on the show at the same time as Hopper. [74] Publication In April 1979, Coppola screened the
ongoing work of 900 people, which was not well received. That same year, he was invited to the big screen at the Cannes Film Festival. [75] United Artists didn't want to show the unfinished version in front of so many members of the press. Since his 1974 film The Conversation won the Palme d'Or, Coppola agreed to the big screen with Apocalypse Now just a month before the festival. A week before
Cannes, Coppola put on three previews of the 139-minute cut in Westwood, Los Angeles, on September 11. [77] The other surgeries shown in 1979 lasted 150 and 165 minutes. [1] [40] The film was also shown at the White House to Jimmy Carter on July 10, 2001. [77] Coppola allowed critics to attend L.A. shows and believed they would honor the embargo so they wouldn't review the ongoing work. On
May 14, Rona Barrett previewed the film on television on Good Morning America, calling it a disappointing failure. [75] [40] Because Variety considered the embargo broken, it published its review the next day in the Daily Variety saying it was worth the wait and called it a brilliant and bizarre film and stated that it was the first 70mm performance without credits, [72], which Coppola got permission from
various guilds (Screen Actors Guild, Directors Guild and Writers Guild of America) and instead provided the program with credits. [40] [77] The name appeared on the wall on top of the temple in the last third of the film. [77] Daily Variety reported that the first one, at 8 p.m.m. limited, although enthusiastic, applause. Cannes' performance at the Cannes Film Festival Palme d'Or in 1979 was awarded
Apocalypse Now. In Cannes, Zoetrope technicians worked the night before the show to install more speakers on the theater's controls to reach Murch's 5.1 soundtrack. [75] A three-hour version of Apocalypse Now was screened at the Cannes Film Festival on Saturday, December 19. [78] It was the first work in progress to be shown at the festival. [77] At a later press conference, Coppola criticized the
media for releasing reviews of ongoing work[40] and attacking him and production during their troubles in the Philippines, saying: We had access to too much money, too much equipment and for a little while we went crazy, and my film is not about Vietnam, it's Vietnam. [78] The filmmaker shocked newspaper critic Rex Reed, who reportedly stormed out of the conference. Apocalypse Now won the Palme
d'Or for best picture, along with Volker Schlöndorff's The Tin Drum – a decision that was reportedly greeted with boos and slurs from the audience. [79] Theatrical release 15. On 18 August 1979, Apocalypse Now was released in North America in just three theatres equipped to play Dolby Stereo 70mm prints with stereo surround sound,[80] – Ziegfeld Theatre in New York, Cinerama Dome in Los Angeles
and University Theatre in Toronto. [40] The film, without credits, lasted 146 minutes and tickets cost $5, a new high L.A.[40] It revolved exclusively around these three locations four weeks before opening in 12 theaters on March 3. [81] 10. On 10 October 1979, a 35 mm version in credits was published in more than 300 theatres. [40] The film had a $9 million ad campaign that brought the total cost to $45
million. [40] Alternative and diverse endings At the time of its release, discussions and rumours spread about the supposed different endings of apocalypse Now. According to Coppola, the original ending was written quickly, in which Kurtz convinced Willard to join forces and together they repelled an air strike on the area. Coppola said he never fully agrees with Kurtz and Willard's death in fatalistic
explosive power, preferring to end the film in an encouraging way. When Coppola originally arranged the ending, he pondered two significantly different endings in the film. One was Willard, who led Lance by the hand as everyone at Kurtz Base throws down their guns, and ends with images of Willard slowly guiding the PBR away from the Kurtz compound, this final scene overlapping over the face of a
stone idol, who then fades to black. Another option showed that the air strike was called and the base was blown to pieces in a spectacular display, killing everyone left inside. The original 1979 70mm exclusive theatrical release ended with Willard's boat, a stone statue, then black without credits, except copyright 1979 Omni Zoetrope as soon as the film ended. This reflects the lack of opening titles and is
presumably due to Coppola's initial intention to tour the film as a play: credits would have appeared in printed shows delivered before the show began. [4] To date, there have been many variations in the final order of credit, starting with the 35mm general release, in which Coppola decided to show credits displaced over the jungle flames. [4] [40] The explosions originated from the explosion of the set. [40]
Rental printouts spread with this end and can be found in the hands of a few collectors. Some versions had the subtitle A United Artists release, while others had An Omni Zoetrope release. The network TV version of credits ended ... MGM/UA Entertainment Company (the film made its online debut shortly after the merger of MGM and UA). One variation of the final credits appears both on YouTube and as
a complement to the current Lionsgate Blu-ray disc. Later, when Coppola heard that the audience interpreted this as what Willard called an air strike, Coppola pulled the film from his 35mm run and put the credits on the black screen. [40] However, air strike footage was still circulating in software theaters until the 1980s and was included in the LaserDisc release of the 1980s. In the DVD narration, Coppola
explains that the images of the explosions were not meant to be part of the story; they were to be seen completely separate from the film. He had added the explosions to the credits as a graphic backdrop for those who had ended. [82] Coppola explained that he had recorded the now iconic footage during the demolition of the set (the Philippine government called for the seiner to be destroyed and
removed). Coppola filmed the demolition with several cameras with different film storages and lenses to capture explosions at different speeds. He wanted to do something with the dramatic footage and decided to add them to the final information. [83] Re-release The film was re-released on 28 November 2005. The new 70mm prints were shown in Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Jose, Seattle, St. Louis
and Cincinnati – cities where the film did well financially in 1979. The film received a release similar to the exclusive in 1979, without a logo or credit points, and the audience was given a printed program. [65] Reception Critical Response Review Aggregator Rotten Tomatoes, the film has a 98% approval rating based on 94 reviews, with an average rating of 8.97/10. The consensus of critics of the site
reads: Francis Ford Coppola's haunting, hallucinatory Vietnam War epic is a film at its bravest and most visionary. [84] A metacritical using a weighted average assigned the film scores of 94/100 based on 15 critics, general praise. [85] After its release, Apocalypse Now received mixed reviews. [86] [87] [88] In his original review, Roger Ebert wrote: Apocalypse Now achieves greatness, not by analyzing 'our
experience in Vietnam', but by recreateing in characters and images something from that experience. Charles Champlin wrote in his Los Angeles Times review: As a noble use of the medium and a tireless expression of national anguish, it towers over everything the American filmmaker has tried for a very long time... [81] Other reviews were less positive. Frank Rich, writing for Time, said: While much of the
footage is breathtaking, Apocalypse Now is emotionally ignorant and intellectually empty. [90] Vincent Canby claimed: Mr Coppola himself describes it as an operatic, but... The end of the world Now is neither a tone villain nor an opera. It's an adventure yarn with megalomaniac delusions, a film that ends — to the poet's all-too-familiar words that Mr. Coppola pulls to the boots — not with a bang, but with a
whining. [91] Ebert added Coppola's film to his List of The Great Movies, lying: Apocalypse Now is the best Vietnamese film, one of the biggest films because it pushes beyond others, into dark places of the soul. It is not so much a war as a war about how war reveals truths that we would rather never know. [92] Commentators have debated whether Apocalypse Now is an anti-war or pro-war film. Some
evidence of the film's anti-war nature includes the meaningless brutality of war, the lack of military leadership and images of nature-destroying machines. [93] Proponents of pro-war sentiment see these same elements as the idealization of war and the strengthening of American supremacy. According to Frank Tomasulo, the United States stirred up its culture for Vietnam, including the destruction of the
village so that soldiers could surf, confirming the film's pro-war message. Anthony Swofford told how his Marines watched Apocalypse Now before he was sent to Iraq in 1990 to get excited about the war. [94] Nidesh Lawtoo illustrates the ambiguity of the film by focusing on the conflicting responses that the film in general – and the Valkyrie ride scene in particular – triggered in the university classroom. [95]
According to Coppola, the film may be considered anti-war, but it is even more untrue: ... The fact that culture can lie about what is really happening in warfare, that people were abused, tortured, maimed and killed, and somehow presents this as moral, terrifies me and maintains the possibility of war. [96] In May 2011, a new reprint of Apocalypse Now was released in UK cinemas and released by Optimum
Releaseing. Total Film magazine gave the film a five-star review stating: This is the original and not the 2001 Redux (be away, disturbing French plantation interlude!), which has been digitally restored so high that you can indeed get your nose full of snaps. [97] Box office box office It now performed well at the box office when it opened on 15 August 1979. [78] The film originally opened in three theaters in
New York, Toronto and Hollywood, grossing $322,489 in its first five days. The film grossed more than $78 million domestically and worldwide totaling about $150 million. [4] Legacy May 1, 2010, the cover of the Economist newspaper, which illustrates the 2010 European sovereign debt crisis with images from the film, testifies to the widespread cultural influence of the film. Today, many see the film as a
masterpiece of the New Hollywood era. Roger Ebert considered it the finest film of the Vietnam War and included it on his list in the 2002 Sight &amp; Sound survey of the best film of all time. [98] [99] It's 100 years by the American Film Institute... 100 films list at number 28, but it dropped to 20 on its 10-year list. Kilgore quote I love the smell of napalm in the morning milius wrote was number 12 in AFI's
100 years ... 100 Movie Quotes and was also voted the best movie talk of all time in the 2004 poll. [100] It's listed at Number 7 on Empire's 2008 list of the 500 best movies of all time. [101] Empire reinvested the film in #20 for 2014's The 301 Greatest Movies of All Time[102] and again at #22 on its 2018 list of The 100 Greatest Movies. [103] The New York Times put the film on the list of the 1,000 best
films of all time. [104] Entertainment Weekly ranked Apocalypse Now as one of the top 10 surfing scenes in the film. In 2002, Sight and Sound magazine invited several critics to name the best film in 25 years and Apocalypse Now was named number one. It was also listed as the second best war film in Channel 4's 100 Greatest War Films, and was the second highest-rated war film of all time, based on the
Movifone list (after Schindler's list) and the IMDb War movie list (After the Longest Day). It's ranked 1st in Channel 4's 50 films Before Death. In a 2004 survey of British film fans, Blockbuster listed Kilgore's eulogy for Napalm as his best film speech. [106] Empire magazine chose the helicopter attack scene on the Ride of the Valkyries soundtrack as the most memorable movie scene of all time (this same
music was also used in 1915 in the same way along with The Birth of a Nation). This scene is commemorated together in the final acts of the 2012 video game Far Cry 3, when a song is played as a character shoots from a helicopter. [107] It was also adapted into an anime episode of Cat's Eye from Runan Island with Love and Battle of Italica in Gate: Jieitai Kano Chi nite, Kaku Tatakaeri. In 2009, the
London Film Critics District voted Apocalypse Now best film in 30 years. In 2011, actor Charlie Sheen, son of the film's lead actor Martin, began performing clips on their live tour and starred in the film in its entirety at the after-show party. One of Sheen's films, 1993-1993 Hotheads! Part Deux, includes a brief scene in which Charlie rides a boat up the river in Iraq while on a rescue mission and passes
Martin as Captain Willard the other way. As they pass, every man yells at the other I loved you on Wall Street!, referring to a 1987 film that had featured both. Plus hot shots promotional material! Part Deux included a mockumentary that aired on HBO called Hearts of Hot Shots! Part Deux – Filmmaker's apology, in a parody of the 1991 documentary Hearts of Darkness: A Filmmaker's Apocalypse, about
making the apocalypse now. [109] It is credited to the film that it has created a surfing culture in the Philippines, based around the town of Baler, where the helicopter attack and surfing episodes were filmed. On January 25, 2017, Coppola announced that it was seeking funding through Kickstarter for a horror role-playing game based on Apocalypse Now. [111] Montgomery Markland (game director) has
since canceled the game, as revealed on the game's official Tumblr page. [112] Awards and awards received by the 52nd nominee in the Apocalypse Now Award category. , Mark Berger, Richard Beggs and Nat Boxer won best art direction: Dean Tavoularis and Angelo P. Graham; Set Decoration: George R. Nelson nominated for best picture Vittorio Storaro won best picture editing by Richard Marks,
Walter Murch, Gerald B. Greenberg and Lisa Fruchtman nominated at the 1979 Cannes Film Festival[114] Palme d'Or ApoCalypse now won the 33rd British Academy Film Awards [115] Best Picture Apocalypse Now nominated for Best Actor Martin Sheen Best Supporting Actor Robert Duvall won best direction Francis Ford Coppola won best original film Carmine Coppola and Francis Ford Coppola
nominated for best film Vittorio Storaro nominated for best Editing by Richard Marks, Walter Murch, Gerald B. Greenberg, and Lisa Fruchtman nominated for Best Production Design Dean Tavoularis nominated for Best Soundtrack Nathan Boxer, Richard Cirincione, Walter Murch nominated for 5.Sar Awards[116] Best Foreign Film (Meilleur film étranger) Francis Ford Coppola nominated for the David di
Donatello Awards[117] Best Foreign Director (Migliore Regista Straniero) Francis Ford Coppola won 32. Photo – Drama Francis Ford Coppola, Fred Roos, Gray Frederickson and Tom Sternberg nominated for best director Francis Ford Coppola won best supporting actor Robert Duvall won[c] best original score for Carmine Coppola and Francis Coppola won his 22nd game. 100 films – No. 28 AFI's 100
years... 100 movie quotes: I love the smell of napalm in the morning. – No 12 AFI 100 years... 100 films (10th Anniversary Edition) – No. 30 Other versions of Apocalypse Now Redux Main article: Apocalypse Now Redux In 2001, Coppola released Apocalypse Now Redux in cinemas and later on DVD. This is an extended version that restores 49-minute scenes cut from the original movie. Coppola has also
continued to circulate the original version: the two versions are packaged together for the Complete Dossier DVD released on August 15, 2006, and the Blu-ray version released on October 19, 2010. The longest part of the additional material in the Redux version is the French Plantation sequence, a chapter in which the de Marais family's rubber plantation, the Colonization of French Indoquina, in which
Coppola's two sons Gian-Carlo and Roman are the children of the family. Around the dining table, a young French child reciting a poem by Charles Baudelaire called L'albatros. The French patriarch of the family is not satisfied with the child's recitement. The child will be sent away. These scenes were removed from the 1979 surgery, which premiered in Cannes. According to behind-the-scenes footage
from Hearts of Darkness, Coppola expresses his anger, at the shoot, at the technical limitations of the scenes, as a result of a lack of money. At the time of the Redux version, it was possible to digitally improve the footage to realize Coppola's vision. Behind the scenes, French family patriarchs argue about the positive side of colonialism in Indokina and denounce the betrayal of soldiers in the first Indokina
Phủ Điện a lashing war. Other added material includes extra battle material before Willard meets Kilgore, the scene in which Willard's team steals a Kilgore surfboard (which illuminates the hunt for mangoes), an after-party scene for a Playboy Playmates dance in which Willard's team finds Playmates stuck after the helicopter runs out (switching two barrels to a fuel bottle for two hours with bunnies), and a
scene from Kurtz reading a Time magazine article about war surrounded by Cambodian children A deleted scene called Monkey Sampan shows Willard and the PBR crew suspiciously eyeing an approaching sampan side by side with montagnard villagers, happily singing The Doors' Light My Fire. When you get a champagne Willard realizes there are monkeys in it, not a helmsman. Finally, just as the two
boats are passing, the wind turns the sail and reveals a naked dead Viettsong (VC) nailed to a sail boom. Her body is mutilated and it looks like he's been whipped and castrated. We're going to stop singing. As they pass by, the chief says aloud, That's coming from where we're going, Captain. The boat then slowly passes the giant back of the shooting down of the B-52 bomber as the sound of engines
high in the sky is heard. Coppola said he made the mistake of cutting this scene by getting a PBR passport under the airplane's back during the last operation. The first line-up of 289 minutes will circulate as a video bootleg containing extra material not included in the original theatrical release or redux version. [122] Apocalypse Now Final Cut In April 2019, Coppola showed Apocalypse Now Final Cut to the
40th anniversary screening of the Tribeca Film Festival. [123] This new version is Coppola's most popular version of the film, with a run time of three hours and three minutes, and Coppola has cut 20 minutes from material added from Redux. The deleted scenes include another encounter with Playmates, parts of the plantation order and Kurtz reading from Time magazine. [124] This is also the first time the
film has been returned from the original camera to negative in 4K. previous transfers were made from a sub-interconnector. [125] It was released in autumn 2019 together with an expanded cut at The Cotton Club. [126] It also released selected IMAX theatres from 15 to 18 August 2019. [127] Home media Apocalypse Now's first home video releases were pan-and-scan versions of the original 35mm
Technovision anamorphic 2.39:1 printout, and the closing credits, white on a black background, were shown packed in 1.33:1 full-shot format to show all credit information on regular TVs. The first inbox appearance published in Laserdisc on 29 December 1991 limited the film to a 2:1 aspect ratio (the Univisium specification created by cinematographer Vittorio Storaro) and included a small pan-and-scan
treatment at the request of Coppola and Storaro. With the final credits, from the video tape source rather than the film trail, was still crushed at 1:33:1 and zoomed in to fit the anamorphic video frame. All DVD releases have maintained this aspect ratio anamorphically widescreen, but present the film without the final credits, which were treated as a separate feature. Blu-ray releases of Apocalypse Now
restore the movie to a 2.39:1 aspect ratio, making it the first home video release to show the movie in its original theatrical aspect ratio. As additional DVD footage, footage of the kurtz compound explosion was displayed without text credits, but included Coppola's comments explaining different endings based on how the film was shown. On the cover of the Redux DVD, Willard is marked as Lieutenant
Willard. Lionsgate released a 6 record for the 40th time. 40. edition 27.8.2019. It includes two 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray discs and four standard Blu-ray discs that include the theatrical version of Redux and Final Cut with 4K restorations of the original camera negative. Previous extras (including the Hearts of Darkness documentary) and brand new content such as tribeca film festival Q&amp;A Francis with Ford
Coppola and Steven Soderbergh, as well as b-roll material seen before, have been reused for this release. [128] Documentaries Hearts of Darkness: A Filmmaker's Apocalypse (American Zoetrope/Cineplex Odeon Films) (1991), directed by Eleanor Coppola, George Hickenlooper and Fax Bahr Apocalypse Now – The Complete Dossier DVD (Paramount Home Entertainment) (2006). Album 2 extras are:
The Post Production of Apocalypse Now: Documentary (four films that cover film editing, music and sound through Coppola and his team) A Million Feet of Film: The Editing of Apocalypse Now (18 minutes). Written and directed by Kim Aubry. Apocalyptic music now (15 minutes) Have you heard good movies lately? The Sound Design of Apocalypse Now (15 minutes) The Final Mix (3 minutes) See also
The Heart of Darkness, a 1993 film adaptation of Nicolas Roeg's 1993 conrad novel. A list of films considered the best notes ^ A few days before Willard's broadcast, the chief had told him that about six months before Willard's mission, he (the chief) had taken another man north of do long bridge. The chief had heard this man shoot himself in the head. However, filmmaker Carroll Ballard claims that
Apocalypse Now was his idea in 1967 before Milius had written his script. Ballard had a contract with producer Joel Landon and they tried to get the rights to Conrad's book, but failed. Lucas got the rights, but he didn't tell Ballard and Landon. [29] ^ Tied up with Melvyn Douglas for being there. References ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l n o p q r s t u v w x Pollock, Dale (23 May 1979). Archive detail UA's 'Apocalypse
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